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The steam jet was first proposed as a ventilating power by Mr. Golds- 
worthy (]urney, in 1835, to a "Committee of the House of Commons 
on Accidents in Coal Mines." His proposition to the Committee was 
"a common boiler, furnished with a small tube, leading to the shaft, and 
pointing either up or down, as you desirethe current to be driven, placed 
in a cylinder, the size of which must be governed by the quantity of 
steam used, or the quantity of current you intend to make. A verysmall 
jet of steam, at 60 lbs. to the inch, of about the size of a goose quill, will 
dislodge 350,000 cubic feet of air in an hour." 

Again, in 1839, Mr. Gurney proposed to the South Shields Committee 
steam jets as a ventilating power, and sent drawings of the mode of ap- 
plying the jets, which may be seen in their Transactions. Mr. Gurney 
then proposed that the boiler should be placed at the top of the pit, and 
the jets placed within it, about ~20 or 30 feet down. And he says, "16 
jets of ]~ths area, fed by steam of 401bs. per square inch, placed not less 
than 30 feet in the upcast, and equally divided through its sectional area, 
would produce a current of air, at the rate of 20 milesper hour, in a shaft 
41 feet area, or 72,160cubic feet per minute." 

In 1849, Mr. Gurney again brought forward, before a Committee of 
the House of Lords, the s~eam jet; and lastly, in 185"2, before a Commit- 
tee of the House of Commons. With regard to the mode of applying 
the jet, Mr. Gurney, in answer to Question 433, Lords' Committee, !849, 
"Is it desirable to place them near the surface, or near the bottom?" 
said, "Save the rarefaction, and the little power given out by theheat Of 

'* From the London Civil :Engineer and Architect's Journal, December, 1853: 
Vor.. XXVII.~TnIa~ S,~ax~s.--No. 2.~FzBavaltl ' ,  1854. 7 
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the steam, in the shape of heat, and lightening the column, it does not 
matter where it is placed; it is not worth consideration, '~ And in answer 
to Question 434, says, ' t i t  is not worth calculation." And he mentions 
an experiment at Seaton Delaval, making the quantity of air due 1o the 
rarefaction of the steam only 6000 cubic feet per minute, the quantity of 
the steam jet being 33,000. He theretbre assumes the ratio to be as 6 
is to 33. 

Notwithstanding the ve~" flattering estimate of the powers of the ste~nl 
jet, it does not appear that it was used at any of the collieries in this 
district until 3{r, l?orster adopted it, at the Seaton Delaval Colliery, in 
1849, and, since then, it has been tried in some other collieries. It has 
always appeared to me,that great part of' the difference of opinion which has 
arisen as to the utility and etticieney of the steam jet has been oecasioned 
fi'om a clear distinction not having been made between the effbct arising 
from the rarefaction of the air in the upeast shaft, by the beat of the en- 
gine fires, and by the heat given out by the steam (when the boilers are 
placed at the bottom of tile pit), and the mechanical either, or propulsive 
power, of the steam jet, as a me'dug force, in producing ventilation. It 
is true, Mr. Gurney attributes little or no effect to the aids, which, as pre- 
viously noticed, he says are ~Cnot worth considerations" but attributes 
almost the entire power of the steam jet, as a propulsive three. 

We shall not, however, be able thoroughly to estimate tile power and 
efficiency of the steam jet, unless we separate and determine by experi- 
ment, or in some other conclusive manner, what is due to each of the 
mechanical forces which contribute to form the entire power of the jet as 
a means of ventilation, in the different modes in which it has been or 
may be applied. In order to accomplish thes% we shall have to consider 
separately, and subiect to experiment:-- 

ist. lhe etfeet of the engine fires as regards rarefaction in the upcast 
shaft, when the boilers and jets are placed at the bottom of the pit. 

2d. The effhet of the rarefaetion~ and of the column of steam in the 
upeast shaft, when the jets are placed at the bottom of the pit, whether 
lhe steam is obtained from boilers at the bottom of the pit, or is convey- 
ed by pipes from boilers placed on the surface. 

3d. The mechanical eflhet of the jets alone, as a propulsive force, to 
produce ventilation. 

In the consideration of lhe first o~'these, little explanation is required. 
If a fire is employed to pass underneath and around the boiler, to convert 
water into steam, (apart from the consideration of the eflbet of that per- 
lion of tile heat communicated to the steam, and again given out in its 
passage up the shaft, which comes under the second head of the inquiries,) 
tile surplus heat, passing into the shaft, acts upon the air in the upeast 
shaft in precisely the same manner, so far as regards the quantity of heat 
so communicated, as if such heat proceeded from a furnace, vie.: by rare- 
t}'ing the air in the shaft, and producing an amount of ventilation corres- 
ponding with the quantity of heat so passing off. 

It is, however, worthy of remark, and it is a circumstance of some 
importance m this inquiry, that a considerable diminution of effect is 
sustained if such fires are of the ordinary description; the combustion of 
the coal in the engine fires is not near so perfect as "when the coat is con- 
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sumed by a furnace. In the former case, the air is made to pass entirely 
through tile grate bars, and through the fire, driving offa good deal of the 
volatile and combustible matter of the fire unconsumed; whereas, in the 
furnace, tile air passes over the fire with great velocity, and the combus- 
tible matter is thus again thrown upon the fire, and is almost entirely 
consumed; indeed, in a.well worked furnace, the combustion is almost 
perfect. This is well known to the profession: in upcast shafts, with engine 
tires at the bottom, volumes of smoke are ahnost continually issuing; 
whereas, in furnace ventilation alone, there is little or no smoke emitted. 
This is not a simple question of comparative consumption of coal to pro- 
dace the same effecL as the smoke from the engine fires adds to the 
weight of the column of air in the shaft, and so tends also to diminish 
tlle effect of the rarefaction. 

In the consideration of the second set of inquiries, that of the effect of 
the steam passing up the shaft, also requires consideration. It operates, 
first of all, in increasing the temperature, and by the rarefaction of such 
heat, adds to the ventilating power. We have likewise to take into con- 
sideration the weight of the column of steam, compared with the weight 
of a column of air of the same temperature. And we have to take 
into consideration that property of steam and air, in contact with each 
other, to combine mechanically, and present a united bulk different 
fl.om that of the shnple addition of the two volumes. I have how- 
ever previously stated, that it was my intention in thispaper to deal 
with this investigation in a purely practical manner. I shall therefore 
simply confine myself to a statement of the theoretical result of the above 
questions, as deduced by the most modern inquiries, without going more 
into detail than is absolutely necessary to illustrate the subject. 

The e~tbct of the heat of the steam upon the column of air in the shaft 
will be the same as that of a similar quantity of heat eoramunieated in 
any other way, except only as modified by the weight of the column of 
steam, in the'first instance, and still further modified by the properties of 
air and steam when mixed. According to the specific gravity of steam, 
as given by Dr. Tholnpson, it appears that a cubic foot of steam at 60 ° 
weighs 3"29"4 grains, x~4ien the barometrical pressure is 30 inches, and if 

f be aw other pressure, we have as 30: f : :  a-.29.af = l o . 9 8 f =  the 
• 30 

weight of a cubic foot of steam, at the force.f, and temperature 60 °. 
Let t be the temperatm'e at the force f ,  and tet t ~ = 60 °. Then, as pre- 

viously shown, 4 5 9 + t  = t h e  bulk at the temperature t, supposing the 
459 + t r 

bulk at 60 ° to be one cubic foot. Now, the densities being inversely as 
4 5 9 + t  

the spaces which the vapor occupies~ we have 4 5 ~  : 1 : : 10"98 f : 

5698'6f--i- ttle weight of a cubic foot of vapor in grains, at the tempera- 
459 + t 

ture t, and forcer. 
It has been ascertained that gaseous fluids, which do not chemically 

combine, mix together without condensation when the pressure is un- 
altered; and that, when they are saturated, a cubic tbot Of air ab.~orbs 
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exact ly  a cubic foot of steam, as it would exist in a vacuum at the, same 
lemperature.  (See G e m  Roy ' s  Experhnents,  Quarlerly Journal q/" Scic~lce, 
vol.  xiii. p. 82; or Daniell's ~leteorologiccd Essays, p. 17.1. 

I f  the bulk of air be a, at the temperature t, ando/'the !bree o[' tlae va- 
por  at the same temperature ,  and p the pressure of d~e ammsphcr¢., tl:en, 
~ince the bulk a o f  the air mixes with an e@aI bulk a of the steam 
at the pressure f ,  ~he bulk of the steam at tile pressure 1~ will be 

f a .  p : f : : - - ,  and the bulk of tile whole, after mixtlm. ~ will be 
T 

a . - [ - - fa_  a (h-an f ) .  (,See "l)'edgold on Warmth;, an:l V,','~!il,din x Build- 
P P 

{ng's, p. 291). 
These  will be useful when we shall have lo estimate what practical 

results  can be obtained ia other eases from the data resulting tiom tlle 
p resen t  experiments.  

The  next consideration is the mechanical effect of the jet of steam as 
a propulsive fbrce. I have already noticed the mode in which Mr. Gmnev 
proposed to apply the jet,  either at the bottom or the lop of file upeast 
shaft; the steam from a boiler, or more than one boiler, being made to 
pass through small apertures, and so produce a jet of steam issuing out 
of  each of such apertures at a very rapid velocity, and aetit,g on the air 
" b y  impulse, or visa lergo," as Mr. Gnrney expresses it, "dr iving the 
whole  column of air up the shaft before it. '~ 

Mr. Longridge, in a paper read before the Institute of Mining 71';ngi- 
neers,  explains the action of the jet as " tha t  of tile ti'iction of the steam 
rushing through the air with great velocity, and carrying it alo~g with 
i t . "  Whether  it be  the one or the other, or a eombb~'ation r~f both, or a 
partial  vacuum created by tile rapid expansion of tile s iea l r l ,  into which 
the air rushes, and ia which manner it is carried along with it, and also, 
probably,  that proper ty  of steam to mix with the air, I shall not here or 
at this time enter further upon, but shall proceed to the invesligalion of 
the mechanical power given out or produced by such jets. 

I t  will be n-eessary,  as in the ease of the furnace, t~ a.~c~'r~ain l}~e 
amount  of mechanical  throe exerted by je.ts of steam of ~iven dimensions, 
and number in lbs. pressure per square foot of area of shaft, ¢~r horse.~' 
power ,  which we shall first of all do by ascertaini~g the cv:~porating 
power  of a boiIer, or a certain nunlber o[' boilers, such as arc u_wd ill th<. 
collieries where the steam jet has been applied. The form of" boiler ordi- 
nar i ly  employed is cylindrical, with hemispherical ends, generally ,~0 li~et 
long by 5 feet to 5 feet 6 inches diameter; high pressure, of corn:st. The 
evaporat ing power of such a boiler we may take i~t about 50 e~d)ic li~et o( 
water  per hour; and as the evaporation of one cubic Ibot of wae r  p~.r 
hour  is generally taken to represent a horse's power, or  321,0(}() lbs. lifted 
one foot in height in a minute, we may lake one of' such b(;ilers, used as 
a mechanical torce, or as made to act as a je t  of steam, as representing 
50 horses ~ power,  and so on tbr any greater number. -\Ve shall now in. 
quire what number  of jets such a boiler xvitl supply with steam, say 40 lbs. 
pe r  square inch. 

Mr.  Vivian quote 6 in his evidence in 1849, "a  Cornish boiler, 30!~ 
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feet long, 8 feet 2 inches diameter, as supplying a steam jet with an 
opening" of a-inch square, the safety valve lifting at 50 lbs.~ner s,,uare inch . , ~ ~  , 
ih ~s making one jet, of an area of "5625 square mehes~ pass all the steam 
of such a boiler at 50 lbs. per square inch. 

In an experiment which I made at Hetton Colliery with two boilers, 
each '26 feet long and 5 feet 4 inches diameter, the evaporation was 93 
cubic feet of water per hour~ into steam at 40 lbs. per square inch; and 
this quantity of steam was barely sufficient for the supply of 37 jets ¼-inch 
diameter, or 1"8133 inches area. But this evaporation was more than 
would supply the same number of jets .ia~-inch diameter, or 1"0216 inch 
area. 

At Kil]ingworth, I found the evaporation of three boilers, each 34 feet 
tong and 5 feet 1 inch diameter, equal to 170 cubic feet of water, into 
steam at 40 lbs. per square inch per hour; and this quantity of steam was 
also barely sufficient to fully keep up 29 jets -~--ineh diameier each, or 
:3.203 inches area, the boilers being, in this case, vigorously fired. 

At Tyne Main Colliery, two,experiments were made, the jets being 
placed at the top of the pit, a short distance from the boilers, and, con- 
sequently, little or no condensation. In one experiment therewere 33 
jets ~:~-ineh diameter each, and 28 jets ~-ineh diameter each, the total 
area being 4"0003 inches. There were two boilers, each 30 feet long, 
and 6 feet diameter, with hemispherical ends; the evaporation was 115 
cubic feet of water per hour, and the pressure of steam 2"2-5 per square 
inch. The boilers were very hard fired, and the steam kept up with 
great difficulty. The other experiment u, as with the same boilers, steam 
at40 lbs. per square inch; 61 jc~s ~- inch  diameter each; area of jets, 1"684 
inch; and the evaporation was 109 cubic feet of water per hour, butthe 
,~team was blowing off strong all the lime, the evaporation being more 
than the jets could pass. 

The velocity with which elastic fluids rush into a vacuum is that which 
a heavy body will acquire by falling through a homogeneous column 
equal to the height due to the pressure or elasticitr of the fluid; and the 
v~qoeity with which a fluid of one degree of elast]city will rush into an 
atmosphere of a different degree of elasticity, is that which a heavy body 
will acquire by falling through a homogeneous column equal to the height 
due Io the pressure, or difI~,'ence of degrees of elasticities of the two 
fiuirts. It' we have, therefore, the degrees of elasticity or density of steam, 
we shall know at what velocity such steam will rush into the atmosphere, 
through a je t  or aperture, out of a pipe containing a continuous supply 
of steam at such a density. This theorem is well known, and i s ~  

v ::= 8 , / 8 g : 5  (4~;~ qT~) 
t' being the temperature of the steam above the pressure of the atmoS- 
phere. ( &e  "l}'edgold on lhe Slcam E.~;a'ine , p. 89). This expression of 
vehmity is, however, correct only when the motion is fl'ee from friction, 

,J 

or um'eturded. Mr. Tredgohl states, that the "velocity lhrough a tube, from 
~wo to three diameters in length, should be 6"5 instead of 8."  I a  the 
,ease of the steam jet, however, the jets are necessarily at some distance 
f~om the boilers, and the steam will be conveyed from thence by steam 
pipes of different diameters, and~ consequently, we may assume that the 
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velocitywil] be further diminished. The vetbcity of steam at 40]bs.  
pressure per square inch, or 288-4 ° temperature, will b e -  

y = 6"5 ,J86"5 (459 + 288"4)==1652.7 feet per second, the velocity 
with which the steam would issue from the jets. 

The quantity of water evaporated at Hetton was 93 cubic feet per hou r; 
we then have, 

93 U, 506 / 144 
3600 X ]-8133 " :  1038 feet per second, 

the velocity with which 93 cubic fi~et of water converted into steam o f  
40 lbs. pressurc per square inch, 506 bulk per minule, would pass through 
an aperture of 1"8133 inches in area. And at KilJingsworth-- 
170 x 506 x 144 

360----O-'x-3.2();~-:= 1074 feet. And at Tyne Main, No. I experiment:--  

115 X 959 >4 144 
:.: 1102 feet; and No. 2 experiment,-- 3600 X 4"003 

t09 X 504 X 144 
36-----0-0--x--i'68~1- = 1311 feet per second, the velocity of the steam 

out of the jets. The theoretical expression of lhese experimenls beii~g 
about 4'25 on the average (the last experiment not passi,g all the steam), 
instead of 6.5, as given by Tredgold; which is probably the more correct 
expression, as Tredgohl gives 5' as ll~e expression when the steam issues 
!hrough a thin plate, and 5.45 through a tube of two or three diameters 
m length, pr@:eting inwards. 

Assuming 4.'25 as the expression, we would have the velocity wi~h 
steam at 40 lbs. =..: 10S0.6 fbet per second; and at 50 lbs ..... 1038"4 feet per 
second. IIaving thus rite number of boilers, or area of surface of evapo- 
ration, and reckoning in round numbers, 3 sq. ft. , f  surfhee of evaporation 
lbr each cubic foot of water evaporated, we shall know the mechanieai 
power employed in a~v steam .jet apparatus, and resolving file quar~tiw 
of water into steam o( the elasticiiy intended to be used~ and adopt.- 
trig the theorem 

v = 4'25 "Js(J:5 (4~o~3--.~2-i~ 
t' being the temperature of the steam equivalent to the elaslicity intended 
to be used, we can also determine the number of jets to be used. 

And if we wish to know the number of horses' power of the steam 
~'mployed in the jets, or the pressure per square foot of ar~a of shaft, we 
cau also determine these. Thus, suppose the pressure of steam employed 
in the jets to be 40 lbs. per square inch = 2~8"4 ° Fah. 

'rhen 4-25 ,/g675-i~9--+--'2gg.¥ ) == 1080 feet per second, the velocity 
with which tim steam will issue from the .jets. 

Take the ease of Tyro Main. 61 ,lets ~:~,~-iaeh in diameter each --= t "6843 
inch area: we hay% as above, 1"6843 inches of steam, at 40 lbs. press,re, 

with a velocity of 10S0'6 feet per seeondl Then 1080.6 X 1'6843 X 60 
144 

758"37 cubic feet of steam per minute, and as the bulk of steam as com- 
"758'37 

pared with water is as 506 : 1, we have '50-6-- ~ 1,5 cubic feet of water 
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per minute, or 90 cubic feet per hour required to he evaporated tosupply 
jets of the area of 1.6843 inch, with steam at 40 lbs. pressure per square 
inch. 

And if we require to know the pressure per square foot of area of 
shaft, we have 758"37 cubic feet of steam, to act upon an area through 
the cylinders, of 40"25 feet, with steam at 40 lbs. per square inch pres- 

758"37 
sure, now 40'~5 ..... 18'84 feet per minute, the quantity of steam supplied at 

40 lhs. But the velocity of air is 1231"6 feet per minute, (viz: 49"574 
cubic feet of air per minute passing up the shaft, the area of which is 
40'25 feet,) therefbre, as 18"84 feet : 1231"6 feet : : 40 lbs. : "6118 lbs. 
pressure per square.inch, or "6118x 144-----88"10 lbs. per square foot of 
area of shaft. 

88"11 X 40"25 U, 1"231"6 
And 33"000 . . . .  132 horses' power. 

lo])p~n~ a Raihoay Train.* 
A very ingenious contrivance, consisting of the introduction of a se- 

ries of transverse rollers under the engine and carriages of railway trains, 
has been invented by Mr. E. Palmer, of Woodford-green, Essex. The 
circmoferenee of the rollers is placed at a short distance above the rail, 
amt while the train proceeds in the ordinary manner they remain station- 
ary; but in the event of the wheels leaving the path, the rollers eome 
into instant operation, sustain the load, and, having a flaneh on the inner 
end, act as a second series of wheels, which, supposing them to be ap- 
plied to an engine, keep the propelling wheels fi'om the ground ; and, 
therefore, however quickly they may be revolving, their power ceases 
oa the rollers touching the rails. The same gentleman has also invented 
a powerful drag carriage, tbrmed by two strong fi'ames, reaching from 
the rails to a little above the wheels in height, with projecting ends at the 
base--each having four slanting beams to strengthen the frame, one on 
each side of each wheel. The lower part of the frames has cuttings, 
through which the wheels work on the rails, a forked eutting from end 
to end to tighten on the rail when required, and are attached parallel to 
each other by cross-beams, well screwed in place ; each frame has four 
iron plates reaching from the base to the top part, (one on each side of the 
axletrees,) and allows the carriage to move up and down. There is also 
a strong sliding frame, with four inclined planes attached thereto, which 
works inside the wheels, and above the axletrees and bearings, and upon 
which are the usual springs and scroll iron, supporting the carriage, 
which are attached to four cross-beams. This invention has the com- 
bined advantage over the brakes now in use in being more powerfifl and 
applicable at the proper place or part (}f' the train, antt in being self-act- 
ing- the  sliding fral~e having a raised part at one end, which comes in 
contact with the buffers of an engine coming up against it, and projecting 
a sufficient distance beyond the carriage, that the inclines may be pushed 
forward, and the carriage lowered jusi previously to the rollers orwheels 

* From the London Mining Journal, No. 953. 


